[Changes of synaptic transmission efficiency in the MF-CA3 and PP-CA3 pathways of rat hippocampus during discrimination learning].
Electrophysiological and behavioral studies were performed in rat to investigate the changes of synaptic efficacy of the two inputs of hippocampal CA3 area [Mossy Fiber (MF) -CA3 and Perforant Path (PP) -CA3] during discrimination learning. The results showed that: (1) Amplitude of the population spike (PS) of both from MF-CA3 and PP-CA3 increased simultaneously with the establishment of conditioned response (CR) and both reached their maxima before CR reached the criterion of acquisition. (2) During natural extinction of CR, the amplitude of PS of both inputs decreased also simultaneously to their per-training level. These results indicated that the learning-dependent long-term potentiation (LTP) in both MF-CA3 and PP-CA3 inputs developed and extinguished synchronously, suggesting that the changes of synaptic efficacy of different inputs of hippocampal CA3 area coordinated during discrimination learning.